
Life is in
the blood



NuXtrax was created as a vehicle 
to get iHeRQles out to the people 

and create a movement of better health statistics 
by providing a nutritional gap support 

 like our bodies have never received before. 
 

We believe this product is greatly needed on the planet 
at this time ... and because of our love of humanity 

and our belief that God made us to be healthy ...
everyone needs to know about this!

 
 
 



More than 50 years in research and development 
by a huge research team 

(half of them quantum physicists)
who have studied individual plant molecules 

(from 44 of the most powerful plants on the planet) 
and what they do for the human body 

based on in-depth bloodwork 
from 100's of thousands of patients... 

for the purpose of finding the cause of aging 
and the solution for all age-related issues! 



Change Lives.  
 

iHeRQles gives the blood
 what it needs 

to operate more efficiently!

Change Health Care. 



Life is in the blood

You are what you eat

Blood is built by the nutrition from food



then the quality of blood does
matter

because the blood carries the nutrition
 to every cell in the body 

if you are what you eat



But our body (liver) does NOT 
understand and cannot 

fully use compounds 
which are not food. 

Vitamins were created to provide
what our foods were missing 



The reason why this is so shocking ...
 is because the organs, vascular system, and 

blood understand food and do NOT 
understand vitamins, minerals, supplements 
etc.  i.e. Remedy Driven Products that were 

made by men to make money.
 

All of these substances can be found 
from food in its organic state 

which the body CAN understand and utilize!



Our Ingredients are 
the top molecules of

Organic foods
Blood only 
recognizes

food.



The brain signals the immune system 
when it detects better blood from better 
food - then the immune system can grab 
the fast aging cells and replace them with 

our own self stem cells! 

The body can not build blood 
with what it can't understand. 



When the immune system can see and remove
 the fast aging cells...

 
   and they are replaced 

       by our own self stem cells,
           which are like baby cells
    with long telomeres...then...

 



 A heart cell
A brain cell
 A blood cell

Any type of cell
This is regeneration as God intended it

A stem cell can become 
any type of cell!

 
     



iHeRQles is not what is regenerating your body, 

iHeRQles is specific plant molecules supplying your 
blood with the highest frequency quantum  nutrition 

that it has ever experienced -- supporting your body 
to function the way God intended 

and bringing it back into homeostasis 
where regeneration and healing take place!



Let us show you some 
before and after 

biological ages reversals 
with iHeRQles

from a 3rd party lab



Results from TeloYears Lab-
3rd party government
accredited labratory

thatwon the Nobel Prize
for developing the test for

Reverse Aging



Reversal of biological age 
on the inside of the body must

 show on the outside also
 

 So let's look at some 
before and after photos...
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in only 6 weeks time!







 You are what you eat
 

The building blocks of your
blood comes from food

 Life is in the blood



iHeRQles comes from the top molecules
 of organic food in liquid form. 

     
If the 3 truths on the previous slide are true,

which they are, 
 and you spray iHeRQles on a daily basis...

how could you miss what your body needs?



We have a Loading Phase

Red Blood Cells have a 4 month life cycle, 
therefore we spray 4 sprays 3 times a day 

for the first 4 months to influence 
and upgrade all the new red blood cells!

During which the blood gets influenced 



Fast track system
For the fastest results

You can also spray 10 sprays twice a day, 
morning and evening, 

for the first two months

The choice is yours--
any amount of iHeRQles you have in the system 

will bring benefit to your body.
 The more you do, the quicker you see results!



Change Lives.  
 

iHeRQles gives the blood
 what it needs to function
the  way it was meant to!

Change Health Care. 



NO Competition

A Unique Opportunity
with

 



Compassion
Most people begin using iHeRQles for their health ... 

and then begin sharing it with family and friends  
when they understand that everybody needs it and 
that there is nothing more pure, powerful, and safe.

 
Compensation

The rewards for sharing with compassion can 
provide significant income for 

a healthy lifestyle as well.



The only technology for Reversal of Biological Blood
Age by 10, 20, up to 30 years!


